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Abstract
Despite its past successes and continuing importance, the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty
(NPT) faces a precarious moment in its history. This paper examines how current debates over
the future viability of the NPT and the broader nonproliferation regime it anchors evince the
ascent of a new “paradigm” for thwarting global nuclear proliferation. Challenging the
orthodoxies of the Cold War era, this new paradigm focuses not only on the acquisition of nuclear
capabilities but also on the character and “responsibility” of the states acquiring them. Whether
or not this new paradigm replaces its predecessor as the conceptual foundation for global
nonproliferation efforts will shape the course of those efforts well into the twenty-first century.
To examine this paradigmatic context, the paper delineates how and where nuclear threats have
changed (and not changed) in the second nuclear era; assesses the logical viability of an actorbased nonproliferation norm in addressing contemporary threats; gauges how well the existing
nonproliferation regime could adapt to this new norm, if it becomes globally established; and
considers the wider implications for global security of this potential transition.

Draft: Please do not circulate or cite.

Introduction
The 2005 NPT Review Conference ended in stalemate between concerns that the existing nuclear
states have failed to move genuinely toward their NPT nuclear arms reduction obligations and
alarm over problematic compliance with NPT safeguards among key non-nuclear states. This
paralysis highlights the present stagnation of global efforts to move meaningfully toward the
promise of comprehensive nuclear disarmament at the NPT’s core.
Beneath these mounting tensions lay diverging interpretations over the causes of nuclear
proliferation, its consequences, and even the fundamental goals of nonproliferation. The end of
the Cold War has brought the world into a second nuclear era,1 altering some, but not all, of the
implications of nuclear weapons for global security relations. For the nonproliferation regime to
endure, a new consensus matching long-standing nonproliferation ambitions with the
circumstances of the second nuclear era must be forged.
No such new consensus has yet emerged. Instead, the Cold War consensus on nonproliferation –
focused on restraining and contracting nuclear weapons capabilities in any direction –faces a
controversial new paradigm focused on denying nuclear weapons capabilities specifically to
“irresponsible” regimes and non-state actors.
This paper assesses this paradigmatic nonproliferation debate. The paper first reviews the
significant developments marking the emergence of the second nuclear era. It next describes the
paradigmatic nonproliferation challenge emerging from the Bush Administration’s policy
initiatives. The paper than examines this paradigmatic debate in the context of more theoretical
understandings of the causes and consequences of nonproliferation as applied to two key cases:
North Korea and Iran.
The paper concludes that, although many of the Bush Administration’s nuclear nonproliferation
initiatives are counterproductive, considerations of regime behavior have always been a latent
factor in nonproliferation efforts. Carefully crafted incorporation of this dimension into existing
nonproliferation mechanisms and norms can be a productive enhancement of the nonproliferation
regime in the second nuclear era.

Today’s Nuclear Challenges
The quest to restrain the spread of nuclear weapons technology and capability is as paramount a
necessity in the twenty-first century as it was a defining imperative of the latter half of the
twentieth. However, the nature of that challenge has changed significantly with the end of the
Cold War.
In the first nuclear era, a major focus was, rightly, on the two superpowers. The US-Soviet arms
race was piling up nuclear arsenals at a mind-numbing rate. At its peak, the US nuclear stockpile
contained nearly 32,000 warheads; for forty years, that number never dipped below 20,000. The
Soviet stockpile, at its peak, numbered over 40,000.
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In this arms race, testing of increasingly large weapons become the “hot” edge of the “cold” war.
During this period the United States and Soviet Union together conducted over 1700 nuclear
tests, the major contributors to the over 2000 nuclear tests conducted worldwide.
Most dangerously, the superpower nuclear arsenals were coupled to strategic policies that put the
use of these weapons in a hair-trigger state of readiness. In the United States these policies were
expressed by the Single Integrated Operational Plan (SIOP) and through a multitude of deterrence
commitments threatening first use of nuclear weapons in a fairly wide range of “extended
deterrence” scenarios, including potential conventional conflicts and attacks on allies.

The Second Nuclear Era: Hope and Frustration
The end of the Cold War relieved some of these dangers, and so brought encouraging progress
toward the end of nuclear disarmament.
The United States and Russia have acted bilaterally and unilaterally to significantly reduce their
nuclear arsenals well below Cold War levels. In 1987 the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces
(INF) Treaty eliminated the entire category of ground-launched mid-range nuclear missiles in
Europe. In 1991 the first President Bush removed nuclear weapons from all naval deployments,
except strategic missile launching submarines, and all overseas deployments, except in Europe
under NATO auspices. Under the 2002 US-Russia “Moscow Treaty,” both sides will reduce
"operationally deployed strategic warheads" to 1,700-2,200 by the end of 2012; the Bush
Administration meanwhile has anticipated that the total US nuclear arsenal by 2012 would be
reduced to approximately 6000 warheads.2 The United States and Russia also reached
agreements to “de-target” these weapons, improving the strategic relationship. Perhaps most
importantly, the two countries have been working together under the Cooperative Threat
Reduction and the G8 Global Partnership programs to secure fissile materials and technologies
throughout the former-Soviet Union – perhaps the most important global enterprise now
underway to prevent the spread of nuclear technologies.
The end of the Cold War also produced the first instances of states surrendering their nuclear
weapons capabilities. South Africa destroyed seven secret nuclear bombs, and joined the NPT as
non-nuclear state. Meanwhile, three newly independent republics emerging from the collapse of
the Soviet Union surrendered the “inherited” nuclear weapons deployed on their territory and
likewise joined the NPT as non-nuclear states.3
There was also significant multilateral progress. The 1995 NPT Review Conference reached
agreement to extend the treaty indefinitely. The 2000 NPT Review Conference added consensus
on a statement outlining “thirteen steps” for progress toward nuclear disarmament. Successful
negotiation of Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) in 1996 realized a long-standing nuclear
disarmament milestone. With the end of the Cold War all P5 states curtailed nuclear testing, and
the eight years between India’s and Pakistan’s 1998 tests and North Korea’s October 2006
detonation was the longest complete hiatus ever. (See Table) The strengthening global norm
against nuclear testing is a major step forward from the Cold War.
2

By 2012 Russia may have as few as 2000 total warheads. For detailed estimates and critiques, see Natural
Resources Defense Council, “Too Many, Too Slow: The Bush Administration's Stockpile Reduction Plan,”
June 2004 (http://www.nrdc.org/nuclear/fstockpile.asp). The election of a Democratic president in 2008
could produce plans to reduce the US total stockpile to as low as 1000-1500. (Author conversations with
campaign advisors)
3
In neither case, it should be noted, had the governments publicly embraced nuclear deterrence in their
security policies or tested a nuclear device. In both cases, the decisions to surrender nuclear weapons
capabilities were strongly associated with dramatic proximate regime change. These threshold conditions
strongly qualify considering these cases to represent genuine nuclear “rollback.”
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But over the course of the 1990s, progress on arms control and nonproliferation languished.
Setbacks on old issues were accompanied by the emergence of new dangers.
Despite achievement of the CTBT, the United States and other key states necessary to bring it
into force have not ratified it. Negotiations on a companion treaty to end production of fissile
materials is also stalled, most recently due to new US claims that such a treaty cannot be verified.
The US-Russia Moscow Treaty will go out of force the year target reductions are met, leaving
those targets essentially non-binding, and many deployed warheads remain on hair-trigger,
“launch on warning” alert status. Vast quantities of nuclear materials in the former Soviet
republics remain unsecured and vulnerable to theft or surreptitious sale, in part because
implementation of the CTR and Global Partnership programs has not been optimal; targeted
nuclear materials are not expected to be fully secured until well into the next decade.
In 2001, the Bush Administration withdrew the United States from the ABM treaty, the first
milestone of US-Soviet arms control and long considered a linchpin of strategic stability. The
following year revelation of the classified version of the Nuclear Posture Review generated
widespread alarm over plans to develop new tactical nuclear warheads and link nuclear and
conventional war planning within a strategic fabric including nuclear infrastructure modernization
and missile defenses. (This paper returns to these issues in the next section). Meanwhile, Russia
has withdrawn its previous pledge of no first use of nuclear weapons and, as resources become
more plentiful, is giving new attention to its future nuclear forces. The United Kingdom decided
to procure replacements for its nuclear submarine force, insuring it will remain a nuclear weapons
state deep into the twenty-first century, and France has promulgated expanded nuclear weapons
doctrines emulating those of the United States. China is embarked on a long-term modernization
of its strategic nuclear forces that includes development of new solid-fueled intercontinental
missiles that would reduce its launch time from hours to minutes.
Among non-NPT states, the 1998 nuclear tests by India and Pakistan demonstrated the continuing
appeal of nuclear weapons as both strategic tools and national symbols. Israel, although it is not
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known to have tested, is believed to have a potential arsenal in the range of 200 warheads. North
Korea became the first state to withdraw from the NPT, could now possess some 6-10 nuclear
devices, and in October 2006 conducted its first nuclear test.
Experiences with North Korea, Iran and Pakistani nuclear scientist A.Q. Khan’s network have
spotlighted the proliferation dangers of widespread civilian nuclear fuel technologies, particularly
when coupled with weak, inattentive or corrupted governments. An authoritative review noted
that at least forty countries now possess the industrial and scientific infrastructure to build nuclear
weapons relatively quickly.4 Much of this capability was obtained through the NPT’s provisions
for sharing nuclear technologies for peaceful uses, exposing a “loophole” in the NPT’s core
bargain: states could use membership in the NPT to obtain nuclear weapons precursor
technologies, then legally withdraw and produce nuclear weapons.

Nuclear Threats in the Second Nuclear Era
Progress toward nuclear disarmament in the past decade has stalled in part because of political
fecklessness, militaristic cultures and the power of commercial arms interests. But these factors
have long been present, and so cannot fully account for recent trends. Nor does the tenacious
retention of nuclear weapons by those states that have them and the fervent desire to acquire them
by parties that lack them derive from some abstract strategic logic. These ambitions have roots in
specific circumstances in which the capacity to make nuclear threats provides political benefits.
Nuclear disarmament efforts have stalled in part because we haven’t caught up with how the postCold War international terrain has introduced a new nuclear era with reshaped nuclear dangers.
In the ideologically-polarized climate of the Cold War confrontation, many regarded nuclear arms
control as an imperative largely independent of politics. Strategists maintained that the existence
of nuclear weapons imposed a logic of its own: theories of deterrence and war-fighting held for
any “rational actor.” For nuclear abolitionists, a parallel logic obtained: the cataclysmic potential
of widespread nuclear warfare rendered their use as a weapon for political ends “unthinkable” and
established the independent imperative of nuclear disarmament. While these positions have been
typically seen as polar opposites, they shared the view that the driving feature of the nuclear age
was the existence of the weapons themselves; policies and politics were derivative.
Nuclear dangers were never so independent of their political and social contexts. Indeed, it was
the end of the superpower ideological competition that dissipated the palpable threat of massive
nuclear war – the dramatic reductions in the superpowers’ nuclear arsenals succeeded, not
preceded, political accommodation. The historical lesson is that evolving political conditions
(including both material and ideational dimensions) are more determinative than abstract strategic
logic or operational doctrines of the ultimate role and disposition of nuclear forces.
In the post-Cold War era, nuclear policies are even more deeply enmeshed in such broader
political and security contexts. The reduced prospect of global nuclear holocaust has increased
perceptions by many governments (some nuclear-armed and some not) of the political value of
capabilities for making nuclear threats and the range of circumstances in which such threats can
be effective. Domestic and symbolic factors have become increasingly important drivers of
nuclear weapons decision-making.5
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A More Secure World: Our Shared Responsibility, Report of the UN Secretary General’s High-level Panel
on Threats, Challenges and Change, United Nations, 2004, p.39.
5
Increasing attention to normative factors in states’ nuclear weapons decision-making has yet to focus on
questions of whether normative influences have shifted between the two nuclear eras or may be in other
ways temporally or contextually dependent.
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Appreciating this political context underscores how nuclear weapons can serve as symbolic
indicators of national power and prestige beyond explicit security applications. Ironically, the
non-use of nuclear weapons since World War II – whether due to the intrinsic stability of nuclear
deterrence, the emerging normative “taboo” against nuclear use,6 or some other reasons –
enhances the attraction of this symbolic nuclear power by reducing the perceived risks of nuclear
possession. This unfortunate side effect is more pronounced in the second nuclear era in which
the less material and abstract functions of nuclear weapons possession have greater salience.
And, to the extent that these perceptions are actually misperceptions, the attractions of nuclear
weapons for threat-making and symbolic purposes aggravate the potential for eventual nuclear
weapons use.
Hence, the challenge of nuclear arms control and nonproliferation today is about more than just
eliminating nuclear weapons themselves. Increased reliance on nuclear threat-making capacity –
the dark side of the nuclear use taboo – is now as relevant as material capacity. In this view, new
US nuclear deterrence and counterproliferation strategies are more salient than the numerical size
of the US nuclear stockpile – meaning that the shrinking of the arsenal doesn’t mean as much
now as it would have during the Cold War. For similar reasons, China’s and India’s resistance to
joining multilateral arms control processes until US and Russian arsenals are reduced to sizes
comparable to their own are anachronistic.
Even states without nuclear weapons can leverage latent capabilities to make potent threats.
Some of the forty-odd countries that now possess the industrial and scientific infrastructure to
build nuclear weapons already rely on nuclear threats, either through embracing extended nuclear
deterrence guarantees, through their latent ability to develop nuclear weapons on relatively short
notice, or both (e.g. Japan).

Nuclear Nonproliferation at a Crossroads
The stalemate of the 2005 NPT Review Conference helped fuel foreboding diagnoses of the
health of the NPT regime. A somewhat longer term view is warranted. While the flash-points
garner more attention, the NPT regime has continued to grow steadily in strength and capacity.
The wider regime of norms and expectations surrounding the NPT, and tying it to a range of other
agreements and cooperative mechanisms, including of the IAEA (which preceded the NPT in
existence) and the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG), constrains nuclear proliferation as effectively
now as it ever has.
The NPT emerged in the 1960s, in a nuclear proliferation climate even more foreboding than
today’s. By 1964, France and China had joined the United States, the Soviet Union, and Great
Britain to bring the number of overt nuclear weapons states to five. In 1963, US President John
F. Kennedy’s science advisor forecast that by the 1990s, over 20 countries around the world
would possess nuclear weapons.7 This increasingly widespread concern was felt by nucleararmed and non-nuclear-armed countries alike: the “haves” saw danger in more states “joining the
club” – one of few points of agreement among them – while most “have-nots” felt increasingly
threatened by the potential consequences of nuclear weapons use over which they had no control.
The NPT addressed these concerns by linking nonproliferation to the emerging climate of arms
control between the superpowers in the form of a core bargain that offered something to
everyone: non-nuclear member states agreed to foreswear nuclear weapons (and accept intrusive
international verification), while nuclear-armed states agreed to foreswear nuclear threats against
non-nuclear states, provide access to peaceful nuclear energy technologies and eventually to
6

Nina Tannenwald, The Nuclear Taboo: The United States and the Non-Use of Nuclear Weapons Since
1945 (Cambridge University Press, 2008)
7
See “The Bomb: From Hiroshima to …” Newsweek, August 9, 1965, p.53.
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eliminate their own nuclear arsenals. Concluded in 1968 and coming into force in 1970, the NPT
reinforced the view, growing more consensual at that point in the first nuclear era, that the spread
of nuclear weapons would increase the chances that one or a few would be used, and thereby
increasing the danger that most or all of them would be used.
The NPT bargain has worked better than many anticipated at the time. Today, the five nuclear
weapons states acknowledged by the NPT have been joined by only four others (India, Pakistan
and Israel, which never joined the NPT; and North Korea, which joined and later withdrew, but
was never in full compliance). Less commonly recognized – but equally important – has been the
steady embrace of the NPT by all other states, culminating only in the last few years. France &
China, two of the five states allowed to join as nuclear-armed, did not do so until 1992. Many
other potentially-nuclear states that had remained outside the treaty finally acceded in the mid1990s; in 2002, Cuba’s accession brought into the treaty the last of the world’s states that had not
already obtained nuclear weapons. (See Graph)
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This incorporation into the NPT of all non-nuclear-armed states is significant: risks of
proliferation – not to mention the fear of those risks – would be much greater today if a
significant number of countries with the potential to develop nuclear weapons lacked the
institutional and normative constraints of the NPT regime. Additionally, as the NPT mandate has
become near-global, its capacities have deepened, with an agreement on a new protocol
strengthening the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards securing the nuclear
facilities in NPT countries.8
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The significance of universal membership of non-nuclear-armed states in the NPT reaches
beyond the formal legal obligations that accrue. As importantly, the NPT reinforces national
inclinations toward nuclear restraint. From a realist viewpoint, many countries’ strongest
incentives to obtain nuclear weapons have not been desires to expand national power and
prestige, but concerns that neighbors might harbor such ambitions. The verification mechanisms
of the IAEA have enabled these countries to assure others, and be assured by others, of the
absence of threatening nuclear weapons development programs. For some sets of states, like
Brazil and Argentina, the NPT functions something like a non-nuclear MAD, enabling them to
escape the nuclear “security dilemma” with respect to one another.9 In this way, the NPT regime
provides a sturdy structure of non-nuclear security from which all nations benefit.
This does not mean that current tensions in the NPT regime are marginal. The 2005 Review
Conference exposed deep chasms among NPT member states across a range of issues that puts
the NPT regime at an important crossroads and does imperil its long-term viability. North
Korea’s NPT withdrawal and nuclear test blatantly defies the regime. Iran’s nuclear ambitions
and activities demonstrate the limits of NPT commitments and IAEA verification procedures. P5
pledges under NPT Article VI to work definitively toward nuclear disarmament appear
increasingly vacuous. Like cracks in a dam, these could portend collapse of the entire structure.
But here, paradoxically, the NPT is somewhat a victim of its own success. The world knows
about North Korea’s and Iran’s activities precisely because these countries have been subject to
standards and verification activities created under the NPT’s auspices. Complaints that the other
P5 states are not fulfilling their nuclear disarmament obligations have standing only because their
NPT duties exist in the first place; the United States is bound by no other formal commitments to
nuclear disarmament.
But at a deeper level the current crisis over the NPT is being fueled by the growing acceptability
of reliance on nuclear threats by parties on both sides of the tension. The United States, Israel,
India, North Korea and Iran all indulge nuclear ambitions that erode non-nuclear norms and
global nonproliferation efforts. Avidly non-nuclear states like Japan and Germany continue to
live comfortably dependent on extended nuclear deterrence guarantees.
In this view, the NPT is at a crossroads not because it has failed, but because, despite its
successes, the second nuclear era has introduced new challenges. The increased value of nuclear
threat-making, fueling perceptions of nuclear capabilities as a currency of power, has eroded the
consensus obligation to pursue nuclear disarmament that constituted the NPT. Perversely, faith in
the efficacy of nuclear deterrence or in the compelling power of the nuclear use taboo – or both –
eases restraints on nuclear threat reliance: nuclear weapons seem safer. Governments – both
those with nuclear weapons and many of those without – are less motivated to pursue nuclear
disarmament than previously. These perceptions of relative safety also pervade popular opinion:
the political conditions that produced the massive anti-nuclear movements of the 1960s and 1980s
simply no longer exist. This ambivalence is a fundamental source of the paralysis of the NPT.
Accordingly, meeting today’s nuclear proliferation challenges requires more than strengthening
the core “bargain” between nonproliferation among non-nuclear states and disarmament by
nuclear-armed states that defines the NPT. What would this entail?

9

That this security calculus should prevail over the narrower security attraction of nuclear deterrence is not
automatic but can be decisive among other influences. For example, to the extent that the near-term
decisions in Brazil and Argentina to abandon their nuclear programs were precipitated by the emergence of
more liberal, externally-oriented regimes in both states, the availability of the NPT served both to mitigate
potential security-driven resistance to liberalization and to normatively link a non-nuclear posture to
broader international community participation in the form of NPT regime legitimation.
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The Paradigmatic Challenge
Much of the criticism of the Bush Administration’s nuclear weapons initiatives identifies a
fundamental hypocrisy between its determination to deny nuclear weapons capabilities to certain
potential proliferators and its plans to expand US nuclear weapons options. Shouldn’t what’s
good for the goose also be good for the gander?
This criticism either fails to acknowledge or dismisses the underlying political conception which,
in the minds of Bush Administration strategists, ties these approaches together. That political
conception transcends nuclear strategy per se and is rooted in a vision of appropriate governance
and distinctions among states on that basis. While in essence this is a distinction between the
“good guys” and the “bad guys,” in reality the roots and application of the conception are more
nuanced. This approach then views nuclear proliferation as a context-specific problem; nuclear
weapons possession and security policies relying on nuclear threats are more pernicious in some
cases than in others.
This approach jettisons rather than reinforces the NPT principle of non-discrimination, and
questions the central assumption underlying the NPT “bargain” – that fewer nuclear weapons are
always better. This alternative approach posits that fewer are better perhaps in most but not in all
contexts, and would prioritize global nonproliferation efforts on that basis. The conception cuts
across the assumption, common to many schools of nuclear thinking during the Cold War, that
the implications of nuclear weapons for international politics were relatively independent of the
character of the states that possessed them. As such, this approach constitutes a paradigm shift in
thinking about nuclear proliferation. Accordingly, rather than viewing the NPT as a viable
cornerstone in need of renovation, this approach suggests that the second nuclear era has rendered
the NPT regime obsolescent.
The Bush Administration’s policy approaches to nonproliferation – differentiating the
acceptability of states’ possession of nuclear capabilities on the basis of their “responsibility,”
itself associated with the nature of their governments – reflect and constitute this new paradigm.
The Bush Administration’s US nuclear weapons policy initiatives also express this orientation.

The New US Nuclear Posture
The Bush Administration’s 2002 Nuclear Posture Review (NPR) billed itself as providing a major
change in US strategic policy to fit the new demands of the post Cold War and post-9/11 world.10
However, the NPR does not call for a reduced reliance on deterrence per se. Rather, the “new
triad” – the core innovation in the NPR – envisions supplementing deterrence with “new
concepts” (such as counterproliferation), “active defenses” (principally meaning missile defense),
and “responsive infrastructure” (including a reconstituted nuclear weapons production capability).
While the new triad is purportedly intended to reduce reliance on nuclear weapons, the NPR also
envisions diversifying the types of nuclear weapons in the arsenal, including development of new
low-yield, earth-penetrating, and damage-limiting nuclear weapons suitable for tactical, first
strike missions against types of targets far different than those in the Cold War.
Many such ideas are really old wine in new bottles: “war-fighting” strategies and aspirations for
strategic defenses, revivified in the Reagan administration, are as old as nuclear weapons
themselves. But the approach does break dramatically from US Cold War policy by casting off
deterrence as the central justification for US nuclear armament. The Reagan Administration,
10

The NPR was first publicly summarized at a Department of Defense briefing on January 9, 2002. The
classified review was subsequently obtained by The Los Angeles Times and The New York Times.
(Substantial excerpts of the review are available at:
http://www.globalsecurity.org/wmd/library/policy/dod/npr.htm)
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when it similarly pursued tactical nuclear weapons development and threats of nuclear first use,
took care to justify these aims as underpinning “the effectiveness of deterrence.”11 But in the
post-Cold War context, in which there no longer exists a “balance of terror” shadowing every
conflict with the risk of escalation to higher levels of nuclear war, the deterrence logic of
“escalation dominance” no longer applies.12 Although maintaining the language of deterrence,
the 2002 NPR implicitly acknowledges this new post-Cold War logic by positing important nondeterrence roles for US nuclear weapons, including possible first-use of low-yield nuclear
weapons for counterproliferation purposes against certain types of targets, such as chemical and
biological weapons facilities in small “rogue” states.13
The Bush administration has justified broadening the functions of US nuclear weapons threatmaking on the basis of the altered circumstances of the post-Cold War, and especially post-9/11,
era. The National Security Strategy (NSS) section dealing with WMD threats in particular lays
out the rationale that new dire threats to US security have emerged, responding to which requires
expanding the offensive character of US nuclear policy.14 Two successor documents, the Strategy
for Combating Terrorism (SCT) and the Strategy to Combat WMD (SCW), elaborate the
viewpoint that the new, emerging threats the United States faces in the post-9/11 world are
actually graver than those posed by the Soviet Union during the Cold War.15 Taken together,
these initiatives may constitute the most important reformulation of US grand strategy since the
dawn of the nuclear age.16
The claim that these new threats justify such responses rests on the assertion that “rogue states,”
in contrast to the Soviet Union, have less “rational” motivations and behaviors, are more
determined in pursuing their goals, and are more likely to actually use WMD capabilities if they
have them. The contention is that, although the Soviet nuclear threat was much more massive, it
was a rational state against which deterrence was reliable; for “rogue” states, conversely, WMD
“are not weapons of last resort, but militarily useful weapons of choice.”17
The NSS and SCW also underscore that given the “irrational” motivations of “rogue” states,
deterrence of WMD use by such states is much more likely to fail. This reasoning builds on that
of the NPR, which, although threaded with references to sustaining deterrence, flows centrally
from the need to prepare for deterrence failure – the melding of nuclear and conventional
strategic strike capabilities and the addition of defense and infrastructure components to form the
new “triad” are explicitly for this purpose.

11

Weinberger, Casper W., “A Rational Approach to Nuclear Disarmament,” Defense (August 1982);
reprinted in Sterba, James P., ed., The Ethics of War and Nuclear Deterrence (Wadsworth: Belmont, CA,
1985), pp.116-121.
12
Actual US nuclear doctrines and deployments in the Cold War were not confined to this “deterrence
only” role, and the political context of Weinberger’s argument is highly salient. Weinberger now strongly
supports the Bush administration’s security policies; see “Anatomy of a Campaign: How many electoral
votes does Niger have anyway?” The Wall Street Journal, July 18, 2003
(http://www.opinionjournal.com/forms/printThis.html?id=110003765).
13
For critical overviews, see Levi, Michael A., “Fire in the Hole: Nuclear and Non-Nuclear Options for
Counterproliferation,” Carnegie Endowment Working Paper #31, November 2002; and Alexander, Brian
and Alistair Millar, eds., Tactical Nuclear Weapons (Washington, DC: Brassey’s, Inc., 2003).
14
The National Security Strategy of the United States of America, White House, September 2002, section
V, pp. 13-16.
15
National Strategy to Combat Weapons of Mass Destruction, White House, December 2002; National
Strategy for Combating Terrorism, White House, February 2003.
16
C.f. John Lewis Gaddis, “A Grand Strategy of Transformation,” Foreign Policy, (November/ December
2002).
17
Strategy to Combat WMD, p.1; cf. National Security Strategy, p.13.
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The proposition that deterrence of “rogue” states today is much less robust than deterrence of the
Soviet Union during the Cold War is highly debatable. Indeed, conservative strategists throughout
the Cold War routinely portrayed the Soviet Union to be just as convinced that nuclear war was
winnable and just as determined to use nuclear weapons for political coercion, yet still held that
deterrence worked.18 The NSS list of distinctive attributes of “rogue” states closely resembles
Cold War era conservative strategists’ contemporaneous portrayals of Soviet character. Neither
the NSS nor its supporting documents provide evidentiary arguments to support the assertion that
“axis of evil” states are qualitatively less easily deterred than the “evil empire” proved to be.
In fact, today’s “rogue states,” such as North Korea and pre-2003 Iraq, generally are as cautious
as the Soviet Union was (or more), eschewing use of WMD capabilities in any context in which a
retaliatory deterrent threat applied.19 Deductively, realist theory suggests we may further expect
that these states are actually more easily deterred than was the Soviet Union because they are both
conventionally and strategically weaker; US force capabilities dominate at every level.20
Despite (or because of) this diminished faith in WMD use deterrence, the Bush administration’s
policy planning holds out the hope that a wide range of US capabilities, combined with threats to
use these capabilities preemptively, will incite adversaries not to acquire WMD in the first
place.21 Planning and capabilities for preemptive counterproliferation, including possible use of
nuclear weapons, is intended to enhance this dissuasion effort.
But within the framework of standard deterrence assumptions, this logic is exactly backwards.
US threats of retaliatory attack to deter an adversary’s use of WMD against vital US interests are
inherently more credible than threats of preemptive attack to deter an adversary’s acquisition of
WMD, which may derive from motivations having little to do with US interests. Although the
distinction between these two forms of coercion is obfuscated in the 2002 NPR, US Strategic
Command advisories to deliberations over the 1994 Nuclear Posture Review recognized it clearly
and were skeptical that nuclear weapons could deter WMD acquisition: “Nations with
expansionist aims may view development of WMD as the only means of countering US nuclear
power… Our nuclear deterrent posture does not influence these reasons to obtain WMD…”22
Recent research validates the view that the deterrence effectiveness of US nuclear capabilities
actually increases acquisition incentives, both strategically and normatively.23 In this view,
“rogue” states’ pursuit of WMD capabilities is less motivated by an irrational desire to attack the
18

See U.S. Strategic Command, “Essentials of Post-Cold War Deterrence,” 1995,
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2003.
20
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United States despite the consequences than by the very rational motivation to “bandwagon” on
the US example of the acceptability of such threats and acquire capabilities to deter US attack
upon themselves. Additionally, prospect theory suggests that using counterproliferation threats to
compel reversal of a WMD acquisition program already underway is even harder than deterring
its initiation.24
If the Bush Administration’s strategic posture exhibits little faith that deterrence of either use or
acquisition of WMD will be fully effective, it expresses even less faith in nonproliferation; the
single paragraph in the SCW on the role of “active nonproliferation diplomacy” simply states the
need for “a full range of operational capabilities” if the efforts fail.25 Instead, the posture
emphasizes the likely need to exercise proactive counterproliferation efforts, including
preemptive attack, to eliminate adversaries’ WMD capabilities before they are used.
But the prospect of US first-use of nuclear weapons for counterproliferation also begs the
question of what distinguishes this policy from that of “rogue” states which, in the US
characterization, see WMD to be “not weapons of last resort, but militarily useful weapons of
choice.”26 The answer to this question is rooted in the ideational foundation of the Bush
Administration’s strategic initiatives.

Nuclear Righteousness
Here the alternative paradigm’s introduction of the distinction that nuclear armament is
responsible only for certain states and nuclear threats are legitimate only in certain contexts
becomes vital. The justification for this distinction connects the Bush Administration’s nuclear
policies to its broader “grand strategy.”
The National Security Strategy and other seminal strategic documents issued early in the
administration’s tenure unabashedly articulate the ambition to embrace and maintain indefinitely
the unprecedented fact of unequaled US power and influence in order to promote governmental
transitions favorable to US interests throughout the rest of the world. In the words of the NSS,
the US will aim to “create a balance of power that favors human freedom” and “extend the peace
by encouraging free and open societies on every continent.”27
Its experiences in Iraq have not compromised the Bush Administration’s commitment to the core
tenets of this strategy. In 2005 President Bush dedicated his second inaugural address to the
proposition that “it is the policy of the United States to seek and support the growth of democratic
movements and institutions in every nation and culture, with the ultimate goal of ending tyranny
in our world.”28 In early 2006, the administration’s long delayed update of the National Security
Strategy emphasized this core intention even more forcefully than its 2002 predecessor,
identifying as its two foundational pillars the aims of “promoting freedom, justice and human

24
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dignity” and “leading a growing community of democracies.”29 While much media attention
focused on the new strategy’s reaffirmation of pre-emptive attack as a counterproliferation
option, its true thrust is to reaffirm that promotion of democracy overseas is as central as ever to
the Bush Administration’s definitions of US global purpose.30
This vision of virtuous US global leadership based on dominant military power harkens to a
nineteenth century idealist internationalism underpinned by the security of broad oceans. The
Bush administration’s embrace of a globalized reincarnation of this vision on the basis of US
military inviolability represents the re-ascendance of idealism in shaping US grand strategy
following the prevailing realism of the Cold War period. But this articulation also marks the
emergence of a specific form of idealism. The active promotion of overseas democratization, by
force if necessary, pushes aside aspirations to constitute a society among states, aiming instead to
challenge the prerogative of state sovereignty itself. President Bush’s repudiation of the Yalta
agreements at the end of World War II evinces this viewpoint.31 The Bush Administration’s
emergent grand strategy of emancipatory militant idealism draws on a distinct variant of the
American idealist tradition.32
This thinking drives the Bush Administration’s approach to proliferation. The approach draws
implicitly on observations that strengthening liberalizing and externally-oriented elements within
a governmental regime produces more cooperative nuclear weapons postures.33 From this
perspective, nuclear weapons proliferation itself is not really the problem; the presence of nuclear
weapons in the hands of illiberal regimes is the problem. In this view, the interest of global
nuclear safety helps justify pressing for liberalizing regime change in problem countries – an
endeavor that could require a range of US military capabilities. Hence, increased US reliance on
nuclear threats against such states is actually part of the nonproliferation solution, and greater US
commitment to nuclear disarmament is irrelevant or even counterproductive. In the value system
underlying emancipatory militant idealism, there is no contradiction in threatening nuclear attack
to thwart nuclear proliferation.
Thus, Bush Administration officials maintain that US nuclear weapons policies are consistent
with US NPT obligations and not relevant to the nuclear ambitions of states such as North Korea
and Iran. Representatively, Assistant Secretary of State Stephen Rademaker, head of the US
delegation to the 2005 NPT Review Conference, stated on the eve of the conference: “This notion
that the United States needs to make concessions in order to encourage other countries to do what
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is necessary in order to preserve the nuclear nonproliferation regime is at best a misguided way to
think about the problems confronting us.”34
Herein resides the essence of the alternative nonproliferation paradigm. It is the international
equivalent of US conservatives’ credo opposing domestic gun control: nukes don’t kill people;
bad states with nukes kill people.

The Paradigms Applied
Is the new nonproliferation paradigm reflected in Bush Administration policies and practices a
viable answer to today’s nuclear proliferation challenges? Do the new conditions of the second,
post-Cold War nuclear era necessitate such a new conceptual approach? In particular, how does
the alternative paradigm compare to the prevailing NPT paradigm in addressing the causes and
motivations behind nuclear proliferation, and in coping with the consequences of proliferation
that could not be prevented?
The paradigmatic innovation of the Bush Administration’s approach to nuclear proliferation is
evident in its handling of the nuclear aspirations of North Korea and Iran. This section addresses
the preceding questions by assessing these two cases across three models of causes and
motivations for states to seek nuclear weapons.

Causes and Motivations
The second nuclear era has increasingly demonstrated that restricting access to nuclear resources
cannot be a permanent nonproliferation solution for states determined to sustain a nuclear option.
Supply restraint can stall nuclear ambitions but institutionalizes a tension always vulnerable to
breakdown. A permanent solution must neutralize states’ nuclear ambitions—the demand side—
by relieving the needs and opportunities nuclear weapons programs can fulfill both domestically
and internationally.
What motivates states to obtain nuclear weapons? Fathoming the nuclear motivations in states
like North Korea and Iran is bedeviling. Unfortunately, at the level of policy-making discourse,
this vacuum of understanding tends to be filled with assumptions befitting particular policy
preferences rather than objective analysis. Advocates of engagement and negotiation tend to
assume the ruling regime in question pursues its nuclear program as a means to other ends, using
belligerence to maneuver for bargaining position, and that ultimately the regime will be prepared
to surrender its nuclear capabilities for the right price. Advocates of confrontation conversely
tend to assume that the regime genuinely wants nuclear weapons in their own right, that any
accommodation is merely a tactic to assuage neighbors and buy time, and that eliminating nuclear
weapons in the country ultimately will necessitate regime change.35
Of course it would be wiser to build policy on the basis of judgments about motivations, not vice
versa. But more fundamentally, both sets of assumptions may both be wrong. It may be the case
that a regime’s leadership has not made up its mind – as could be the case for any government
facing a complex decision under significant pressures and constraints. Also, the types of
influences over decision-making discussed below may be evolving over time. Indeed, leaders
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may not know exactly what terms they would ultimately accept, and may not come to decide
unless and until, like Reagan at Reykjavik, the moment of decision is at hand.36
Scott Sagan offers a useful typology of conceptual categories to capture a fuller range of
motivations and explanations for nuclear acquisition programs: state security, domestic politics,
and ideational attractions:37
•

Realist security model: states make decisions on nuclear weapons acquisition on the basis of
whether it increases state security against foreign threats, especially nuclear threats.

•

Domestic politics model: states make decisions on nuclear weapons acquisition on the basis
of parochial domestic and bureaucratic interests.

•

Normative symbols model: states make decisions on nuclear weapons acquisition on the basis
of evoking important normative symbols of the state’s modernity and identity.

In Sagan’s presentation, these models are ideal types; any given state’s decision-making can
involve elements of each model to varying degrees. Thus none of the models tell the whole “real
story.” Moreover, the relative weighting of the factors flowing from each model may vary within
a state over time. The principal use of the models is to distinguish different factors analytically in
order to parse the potential consequences of alternative responses.
Each of these models may also be unpacked somewhat. For example, within the security model a
state may be motivated to acquire nuclear weapons either to respond to proximate regional
concerns or to redress concerns over the distant but powerful United States, or both. Within the
norms model, international norms could serve to promote as well as impede national nuclear
weapons ambitions, depending on how the particular norms and the particular domestic agents
happen to interact.
This section considers the cases of North Korea and Iran parsed in terms of the motivational
elements of these three models. Each case considers briefly the application of the two
nonproliferation paradigms in light of the distinctions among the models. The section concludes
with more general observations regarding the paradigmatic choices for US and global
nonproliferation policy responses.

North Korea
North Korea’s nuclear aspirations have been problematic since it first joined the NPT in 1985; the
country has never been verifiably in compliance with its NPT obligations. By the time the
country accepted a safeguards agreement with the IAEA in 1992, it was already suspected of
having extracted up to ten kilograms of plutonium from its research reactor at Yongbyon, enough
to produce one or two nuclear weapons.
From 1994 the Agreed Framework successfully froze North Korea’s plutonium-based nuclear
program, but never succeeded as intended in resolving discrepancies of past North Korean
activities or removing known spent fuel from the country. These shortcomings loomed when, in
October 2002, charges that North Korea was undertaking a second, uranium-based nuclear
program triggered an iterated crumbling of the Agreed Framework culminating in North Korea
ejecting IAEA inspectors from its facilities.
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With restraints on its plutonium-based program lifted, North Korea in early 2003 restarted the
Yongbyon reactor and began reprocessing the 8,000 fuel rods stored at the Yongbyon site,
generating between 20 and 28 kg of weapons-usable plutonium. In April 2005 North Korea shut
down the Yongbyon reactor to collect a new supply of spent fuel, providing up to 15 kilograms
more of weapons-usable plutonium. Taken together, this combined stock of separated plutonium
is enough for about 4 to 13 weapons.38
Following the collapse of the Agreed Framework, North Korea became the first country ever to
withdraw from the NPT, and also withdrew from the 1992 agreement with South Korea to keep
the Korean peninsula nuclear free. In February 2003, the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) Board of Governors acted to refer the issue of North Korea’s withdrawal from its
nonproliferation commitments to the UN Security Council.39 However, the UN Security Council
did not act on the referral, due to Chinese resistance, concern for undermining direct negotiations,
and other factors. The 2004 NPT Preparatory Conference and the 2005 NPT Review Conference
“sidestepped” the issue of North Korea’s NPT withdrawal; presiding officials diplomatically
“placed in their pockets” the placard in front of North Korea’s empty chair. 40
In its first term, the Bush Administration sustained its confrontational posture toward North
Korea despite its evident failure to stem the country’s nuclear weapons development.41 In its
second term, the Bush Administration undertook limited engagement through the Six-Party Talks
process. On September 19, 2005, these talks produced a last-minute “Statement of Principles”
that included a fresh North Korean commitment to abandoning its nuclear weapons capabilities,
but subsequent diverging interpretations of the agreement undercut its impact, and the
disintegrating situation reached new lows with North Korea’s missile tests on July 5 and nuclear
test on October 9, 2006.42
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The Six-Party Talks agreement on February 12, 2007, which begins implementing the earlier
concord, culminated a return to positive movement in the crisis. But the deal doesn’t replace the
1994 Agreed Framework, and marked but a first step down a long negotiating road.43 Just how
long and torturous this road remains has been well evinced by developments in the first half of
2008: after missing the December 31, 2007, deadline to submit a full declaration of all its nuclear
activities and materials, North Korea now reportedly has secured Bush Administration acceptance
that the declaration omit any mention of the alleged uranium program or North Korea’s role in the
Syrian facility destroyed by Isreali bombing.
The new paradigm at the heart of the Bush Administration’s nonproliferation policies helps
explain its posture. As a pillar of the “axis of evil” North Korea is one of the “bad guys” – no
negotiated arrangement can ever be reliable when dealing with a regime whose character is
fundamentally inimical to American global purposes and values. This distaste for engaging North
Korea diplomatically expresses a deeper conviction that the current Pyongyang regime is an
international miscreant that does not deserve the prerogatives of sovereignty, and underlies the
conviction that only “regime change” is the ultimate solution to the nuclear crisis (a conviction
still prevalent among harder-line elements despite the achievement of the February 2007 deal44).
This orientation also helps explain why the Bush Administration has concentrated its concern on
North Korea’s potential to export fissile materials, technologies and expertise, while expressing
few worries for the fate of the NPT regime (discussed earlier) or the potential for further
Northeast Asian regional nuclear proliferation. On the latter, from the perspective of the new
paradigm, all the next potential proliferators – Japan, South Korea and Taiwan – are US allies
with largely liberal democratic governments expressing convergent global values and sustaining a
capacity for “responsible” nuclear behavior, qualifying the implications of their potential
proliferation. Unsurprisingly, at one point there were indications the Bush administration might
look more benignly than its predecessors on Japan becoming a nuclear-armed state.45
The simple fact of North Korea’s transition from NPT member to nuclear-arms tester speaks
directly to the poverty of the new paradigm as a policy guide in this case. But a closer look at the
interaction of the paradigm with North Korea’s specific interests in nuclear weapons development
is warranted. North Korean nuclear motivations are particularly difficult to discern due to the
opacity of the Pyongyang regime’s decision-making, itself due to extreme secrecy and
considerable (though not absolute) concentration of power in the person of Kim Jong-il. In the
case of North Korea, the three motivational models usefully expand analysis of the scant
information available.
Realist Security Model. From this perspective, the principal motivations for North Korea’s
acquisition of nuclear weapons are the security of the state and survival of the regime. These two
motivations are viewed internally as convergent. State security concerns focus on the United
States, which threatens both regionally and directly: regionally through support of the South
43
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Korean government which obstructs reunification of Korea on Pyongyang’s terms, and directly
through fear of potential US attack for various reasons with either conventional or nuclear
weapons. Thus, in this instance, regional motivations and motivations deriving directly from US
policies converge. North Korea may be pursuing its nuclear weapons option as a means to both
rectify its growing conventional inferiority to the US and South Korean forces aligned against it
and to deter any solely US pre-emptive action.
Either of the conventional assumptions about North Korea’s motivations for acquiring nuclear
weapons – it wants them for keeps or it’s prepared to deal them – are plausible in this outlook.
The typical argument that North Korea feels nuclear weapons would deter a US attack would be
valid; but so would the also typical argument that North Korea would trade them away for a
package including reliable US security assurances (which would probably necessitate a broader
regional security accord formally ending the state of war on the Korean peninsula).
To the extent that this model predominates, North Korea can be expected to behave as a “normal”
state. Realist assumptions about the efficacy (and sometimes inefficacy) of deterrence would
apply. Under these conditions, the prevailing NPT paradigm is far more likely to lead to a
peaceful denuclearization of North Korea. The alternative paradigm, conflating aversion to the
Pyongyang regime generally with nuclear decision-making irrationality, is ill-equipped to exploit
diplomatic opportunities and consequently aggravates the threat perception that drives North
Korea’s nuclear ambitions in the first place.
Despite the opacity of the Pyongyang regime, there are objective comparative reasons to doubt
the sufficiency of the security explanation in the North Korea case: other similarly-situated states
have not felt similarly compelled to develop nuclear weapons. Compare particularly Vietnam,
circa 1980. Both countries then were ruled by highly autocratic communist regimes, both had
hosted conventional wars involving US ground troops (Vietnam more recently) and both had
been subject to US nuclear threats. Yet Vietnam, unlike North Korea, did not proceed to launch a
nuclear weapons program.
The role of China in this comparison is even more instructive. Some analysts consider China’s
burgeoning relations with South Korea and moderation of its defense commitment to North Korea
in the early 1990s to be a precipitant of Pyongyang’s nuclear ambitions.46 But North Korea
initiated its program well before these developments. In the meantime, Vietnam fought a war
with China in 1979, and so enjoyed less support from China then than North Korea does now.
Some consider India’s border war with China in 1962 to have been a catalyst for India’s nuclear
weapons development.47 Such logic should have held even more strongly for Vietnam, weaker
and strategically more vulnerable vis-à-vis China than India. Yet Vietnam refrained from nuclear
weapons development, embarked on Chinese-style economic reforms, courted (and eventually
obtained) US diplomatic recognition and economic engagement, and chose a course to maintain
its security embedding the nation firmly in the ASEAN community.
Of course, there are important differences in Vietnam’s situation that plausibly explain why it
refrained from nuclear weapons development while North Korea (and India) did not. But these
explanations come from beyond the security model. Thus, counter-cases like Vietnam
demonstrate that the existence of security incentives to obtain nuclear weapons capabilities –
especially to counter threats from states already nuclear-armed – does not always lead to
proliferation and is therefore an insufficient explanation of proliferation, even in cases such as
North Korea where evidence to explain nuclear decision-making remains scant.
46
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Domestic Politics Model. North Korea certainly has domestic factions. They are difficult to
discern, even among the domestic actors themselves; but indications of their existence and the
terms of their interactions can sometimes be gleaned.48 Kim Jong-il, since assuming power in
1994, has definitively bolstered his internal position by increasing the power and role of the
military. However, the imperatives of the economic and energy collapse weigh on the regime,
particularly outside the military. Thus, two driving dynamics are allocation of resources between
military and other demands and the risks to security and domestic regime legitimacy of opening
the economy through reform measures. Kim Jong-il manages these forces, leaning one way or
another as circumstances warrant.
In this model, North Korea’s nuclear weapons acquisition is driven principally by the military,
which views the nuclear program as means for both national security and internal validation of its
mission. A civilian nuclear power faction is a factor contingently; public support of nuclear
weapons capabilities is derivative. Non-military factions seeking support for economic reform
can be expected to view the nuclear program tactically, to value energy and economic aid offers
highly and to support deal-making. Many of the organizational and psychological deficiencies
associated with nuclear weapons decision-making hold, some in particularly aggravated forms.
In these circumstances, the prevailing NPT paradigm could lead to a peaceful denuclearization of
North Korea, especially insofar as available multilateral mechanisms can reinforce domestic
factions favoring denuclearization. The alternative paradigm, however, might also produce
productive outcomes if US policy-makers can articulate a positive future image for the
Pyongyang regime that is plausible enough to bolster domestic factions favoring reform.
Normative Symbols Model. The importance of North Korea’s national ideology of juche, and of
national myth-making more generally, pervades North Korean society. The sources and
implications of these ideational factors are complex, but several facets are clear. First, the
ideology of juche, roughly translated as “self-reliance,” is highly introverted. Secondly, the
mythology that North Korea is alone in the world and left to its own resources to resist
overpowering American hegemonic intentions functions as a principle of regime legitimacy and a
predominant normative imperative. Third, Kim Jong-il validated the importance of this
mythology in amending it to legitimize the increased influence of the military under his rule.
In this model, nuclear weapons capability represents the epitome of national self-reliance. It
answers and counters the imperialist’s most powerful weapon and assures national survival; it is a
symbol of power and international stature. Many official governmental statements convey this
self-conception of the role that ought to be accorded to North Korea on the basis of its nuclear
achievements.49
To the extent that this orientation predominates, the prevailing NPT paradigm is not likely to be
effective in reversing North Korea’s nuclear weapons acquisition. Not only do internal ideational
motivations drive the country to wriggle out of its NPT commitments, but the dominance of the
internal mythology combined with the country’s insularity block the role that adherence to the
nonproliferation norm as a means of national identity takes on in other countries.
In this case, the alternative paradigm, imputing to the Pyongyang regime a megalomaniacal
obsession with nuclear capability, has a closer read. But this paradigm’s embrace of the validity
of nuclear threat-making for political purposes beyond core security interests would be a
normative resource some in the Pyongyang elite could draw from to reinforce domestic allegiance
48
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or even their own resolve. Hence, the policy prescriptions flowing from this paradigm are not
any more likely to produce a peaceful denuclearization result.

Iran
Iran’s nuclear program is much less advanced than North Korea’s. Current concerns focus on
disclosures of previously unknown Iranian efforts to develop indigenous uranium enrichment
capabilities. The pilot plant at Iran's uranium centrifuge enrichment facility at Natanz, at which
Iran initiated testing in 2003, could when completed produce between 10-12 kilograms of
weapon-grade uranium annually. A planned larger plant would produce approximately 400-500
kilograms annually, or enough for 15-20 nuclear weapons a year. If these facilities become fully
operational, Iran would become only the ninth nation in the world able to enrich uranium for
nuclear fuel.50 Most estimates, however, consider Iran to be years away achieving the ability to
enrich uranium to weapons-grade levels.51 Whether Iran is even undertaking research on how to
then produce a nuclear explosive device or warhead is a matter of current controversy.52
Iran’s uranium enrichment activity does not violate its NPT commitments or IAEA safeguard
obligations. But its concealment of that activity from 1985 until its exposure by a dissident group
in August 2002 was a significant compliance breach. Unlike North Korea, which long avowed its
need for a “powerful deterrent” before claiming explicitly to be nuclear-armed, Iran’s leadership
assiduously states its commitment to developing only peaceful nuclear technologies and to its
NPT obligations. But technical assessments that Iran’s technologies and ambitions go beyond
requirements for a peaceful nuclear energy program leave these claims suspect.
The IAEA first visited the Natanz facility in February 2003, while European Union
representatives Germany, France and Britain (the “E3”) reached agreement on October 21, 2003,
for Iran to abide by the IAEA Additional Protocol and voluntarily suspend all uranium
enrichment and reprocessing activities.53 But ongoing diplomacy remained restive, particularly
following the unexpected June 2005 election of conservative populist Mahmoud Ahmadinejad as
Iran’s president. In February 2006 Iran resumed operations at Natanz, and in April announced
that it had succeeded in enriching uranium to the level of 3.6%.54 The IAEA Board of Governors
promptly referred the problem to the UN Security Council, after which Iran suspended its
voluntary adherence to the Additional Protocol. Sanctions imposed on Iran by three UNSC
resolutions in the ensuing two years failed to inhibit Iran’s activities. However, the IAEA has
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accounted for all know nuclear materials, and has, under a “workplan” developed in cooperation
with Iran, resolved all but one of its outstanding concerns.55
Unlike North Korea, which never has been in full compliance with NPT obligations, Iran
developed its suspect nuclear technologies while within the NPT community. However, regime
change played a critical role: Iran acceded to the NPT in 1970, under the Shah; its surreptitious
nuclear program began years after the Islamic revolution. Nevertheless, Iran remained in
ostensible compliance with NPT obligations until the revelation of its concealed programs in
2002. Hence, while Iran’s open acquisition of nuclear weapons and withdrawal from the NPT
would not set a precedent (North Korea did that), it could wound the NPT regime more deeply
than did North Korea’s action. As with North Korea, if Iran’s nuclear weapons development
progressed far enough to require an extraordinary negotiated settlement to roll it back, this would
also impinge the credibility of the regime as a whole.
Iran’s nuclear activities have spotlighted a “loophole” in the NPT: nuclear fuel processing
capabilities, allowed for peaceful uses under NPT Article IV, can also be utilized to generate
weapons-grade fissile materials while the state remains fully in compliance with its NPT
obligations. Japan is perhaps the most notable example of a state that has followed such a course.
Once these capacities and knowledge are in hand, a state could legally withdraw from the NPT
and become nuclear-armed relatively rapidly. With some forty countries possessing some level
of nuclear technology, the case of Iran has thus also raised awareness of the broader weapons
proliferation risks of spreading nuclear fuel cycle technologies.
This wider context, given the NPT’s non-discrimination norm, poses dilemmas for dealing with
Iran equitably. Iran insists that forcing it alone to curtail NPT-permitted activities would create
“a second discrimination, one between those that have peaceful nuclear technology and those not
allowed to have peaceful nuclear technology.”56 Broader proposals to deny support for civilian
nuclear programs to countries deemed in violation of their nonproliferation commitments, or to
prohibit new nuclear fuel cycle capabilities to any country, don’t target only Iran but foreshadow
systematic discriminatory categorization among non-nuclear NPT states. Putting all facilities to
highly enrich uranium or separate plutonium under international control would close the loophole
equitably, but would require many states with impeccable nonproliferation records (such as
Japan) to surrender national capabilities. Indicatively, Japan, France and the United States, as
well as Iran, all opposed a proposal for a five-year global moratorium on all new uranium
enrichment and plutonium reprocessing.57
The Bush Administration’s alternative nonproliferation paradigm sidesteps many of these
considerations. Prioritizing obligations of broader responsibility over non-discrimination, equal
treatment need no longer be the measure of fairness. This approach detaches the imperative to
curtail the proliferation activities of “states of concern” from more systematic solutions and
general norm-building, seeing the latter as secondary or even counterproductive. Indeed, in this
view, effectively stopping miscreant proliferators and encouraging responsible behavior more
broadly would more effectively improve the global nonproliferation normative climate.
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As with North Korea, a closer look at the interaction of this paradigm with Iran’s specific
interests in nuclear technology development is warranted – not least because Iran is a very
different country, and lessons from one case apply to the other much less easily than is often
assumed. In distinct contrast to North Korea, Iran is relatively open domestically and much more
interactive with the international community. While far from being a free country, Iran has a
history of constitutionalism and pluralist politics, a functioning, globally-engaged civil society,
and established (though highly constrained) political competition.58 Hence, motivations
propelling nuclear weapons interests in Iran are somewhat easier to discern, and evidently flow
from all three models. But the complexity of Iran’s internal political and social forces also
introduces novel opacities and obstacles to identifying those motivations and tracking their
evolution over time.59
Realist Security Model. Specific regional security threats likely at the forefront of nuclear
weapons thinking from an Iranian perspective include the nuclear capabilities of neighbors Israel,
Russia and Pakistan, and the presence of US forces in Iraq and Afghanistan. Whether or not a
nuclear capability would be of strategic value to Iran vis-à-vis Israel and Pakistan is arguable.
There is a case to be made that a small nuclear arsenal would not be an effective deterrent, and
that Iran’s nuclear ambitions create incentives for US or Israeli coercion rather then deterring
them.60 At the same time, Iran may calculate that the United States and Israel are hostile to Iran’s
regime in any event, but would be very sensitive to even a minimal Iranian nuclear threat in
contemplating any actions against the regime.61
This frame expects Iran to behave as a “normal” state in response to the threats is perceives. To
the extent that these types of regional security concerns are the principal drivers of Iranian
nuclear ambitions, tangibly alleviating these concerns through a broader regional security
settlement would deflate those ambitions. This goal cannot be achieved quickly and would
require important quid pro quos from Iran, such as an end to support of terrorist organizations and
recognition of Israel. But in the security frame this is a plausible objective.
Under these conditions, the prevailing NPT paradigm, with its foundational non-discrimination
premise, is more likely to lead to satisfying international qualms and preserving Iran as a nonnuclear NPT state. The alternative paradigm, conflating aversion to a theocratically-dominated
regime with decision-making irrationality – buttressed by the specific US history with Iran and
US support for Israel – holds out little hope that a satisfactory regional security arrangement is
even possible, let alone that this would alleviate Iran’s nuclear interests.
Domestic Politics Model. Nuclear technology ambitions function complexly in Iranian domestic
politics and society. Harder-line elements have reasserted greater control over Iran in recent
years, and decision-making on nuclear matters is especially secretive and tightly controlled (in
part because Iran publicly denies seeking nuclear weapons).62 Nevertheless the regime is not
monolithic – there are reformists advocating human rights and democracy even among the
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Islamic clerical elite63 – and Iran’s internal political evolution has created numerous linkages to
the international community relevant to the nuclear issue.
This partial pluralism creates both obstacles and opportunities. A principal danger is the prospect
of increased popular support for the ruling regime in reaction to international pressure – the
“rally-round-the-flag” effect. Iran’s nuclear ambitions are not confined to hard-line clerical
factions; recent public opinion polling in Iran indicates strong majority support for a nuclear
energy program and nuclear fuel development capabilities, principally for domestic energy
production purposes.64 Strategies aimed simply at bolstering pluralism within Iran are not likely
to relieve domestic interest in a nuclear capability. Popular support for President Ahmadinejad’s
spirited defenses of Iran’s nuclear aims suggests that the opposite is closer to the case:
international pressure risks fomenting pro-nuclear nationalism.65
This potential creates incentives for the regime to aggravate the current crisis to bolster its
domestic support. Many of President Ahmadinejad’s most provocative pronouncements on Iran’s
nuclear program and other international issues likely are either aimed at domestic audiences or
attempts to shape the international climate in directions that enhance his domestic leverage.
Criticism of the president’s handling of international nuclear diplomacy by leading clerics may
reflect a genuine desire to steer Iran toward a more moderate course, but it could also represent an
effort to undercut Ahmadinejad’s popular appeal for broader political reasons.
Most dangerously, limited pluralism and unleashed nationalism could combine to “trap” Iran’s
rulers domestically in a more aggressive nuclear weapons posture than they might wish to take on
the basis of international exigencies alone. In terms of domestic constraints, Kim Jong-il may be
freer to cut a deal than Iran’s Supreme Leader, Ali Khamenei, with whom final decisions on
Iran’s nuclear activities ultimately rests.
But Iranian pluralism also offers wider possibilities for negotiating accords addressing the
underlying circumstances driving Iran’s nuclear ambitions. The Iranian public appears to clearly
distinguish nuclear power and nuclear weapons; a majority believes that obtaining nuclear
weapons violates the principles of Islam.66 More broadly, Iran has valued engagement with the
global community and is more sensitive to the benefits of global political integration, and the
costs of political isolation, than is North Korea. These conditions provide a wider range of both
material and normative opportunities for Iran to enter into and abide by agreements focused on
foreclosing nuclear weapons options.67 Strategies to relieve Iran’s regional tensions and avoid
instigating nationalistic reactions could deflate Iranians’ perceived strategic need for nuclear
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weapons in part by enabling more moderate domestic forces to tap into anti-nuclear weapons
sentiments rather than threat-based nationalism for support.
Normative Symbols Model. Iran’s nuclear program functions amorphously to rally Iranian
nationalism and symbolize Iran’s position as an important power in the region and the world.
Many in Iran see its nuclear power program as a flagship of the nation’s technological and
commercial achievement. A nuclear weapons capability would equalize Iran with Pakistan (a
country many Iranians reportedly view as inferior in broader terms) and provide invaluable
symbolic leverage vis-à-vis the United States well beyond specific strategic considerations.
Iran is more sensitive to penetration by international norms than is North Korea. But the function
of nuclear technological accomplishment as a symbol of national prestige combined with the
potential for selective appeal to international norms by vying domestic factions means that the
impact of international norms can cut both ways. On the one hand, nuclear nonproliferation
norms embedded in the NPT regime provide a means for Iran to demonstrate its allegiance to
important global values bolster its standing in the international community. But on the other
hand, de facto norms of acceptance of reliance on nuclear weapons threats in security policy and
association of great power status with nuclear weapons possession (India is an example on both
points) would tend to bolster acceptance of an independent nuclear program as an indicator of
Iran’s independent global stature, eroding rather than reinforcing the normative objections to
nuclear weapons possession noted in Iranian public opinion polling.
At this normative level, then, the success of the prevailing NPT paradigm will hinge not just on
choices made among approaches to establishing international control over nuclear fuel cycle
activities, but also on how strong the international consensus around those choices becomes.
Norms, after all, depend on consensual adoption. Widespread normative acceptance throughout
the world of an idiosyncratic but regime-based approach to Iran would (to the extent normative
pressure matters) make it more difficult for Iran to resist this approach without accepting the
mantle of an “outlaw” state. On the other hand, absence of fulsome global support would offer
international normative sustenance to Iranian resistance.
Because with respect to Iran normative and symbolic forces are more complex and internationally
porous, the alternative paradigm is a less incisive window into Iran’s nuclear ambitions than in
the North Korean case. The paradigm’s portrayal of Iran as a radical theocracy inimical to the
“American way of life” falters on empirical grounds and ignores opportunities – absent with
North Korea – to induce Iran toward a more pacific and non-nuclear regional and global role.

Paradigms and Policy Responses
Elements of any of the three models may account for nuclear proliferation motivations in any
given case. Some elements of all models often play a role. This raises two problems. First,
different countries will express different combinations of motivations. Therefore, a single
omnibus nonproliferation policy is unlikely to work well in all cases – “no single policy can
ameliorate all future proliferation problems.”68 Policies have to be tailored to each circumstance.
Secondly, in each case, different types of motivational forces – security, symbolism and domestic
politics – are likely to be intermingled, with the mix evolving over time. Policies tailored to
alleviate certain motivations may inadvertently aggravate others, particularly if not adjusted to
ongoing events. Even on a case-by-case basis, it may not be possible to fashion optimal policy
responses.
The prevailing nonproliferation paradigm embodied in the NPT regime is constituted by the
normative principles of rolling back nuclear weapons threat-making and nuclear weapons
68
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possession among all countries indiscriminately. US accession to and support of the NPT
represents commitment to these normative principles. But this commitment has never been
concrete: Article VI obligations are vague and not time-bound, and negative security assurances
to non-nuclear states are not explicitly in the treaty at all. The amorphousness of the disarmament
obligations, as compared to the concrete nonproliferation expectations, reflected the Cold War
realities under which the NPT came to be. Those realities meant, among other things, that a route
to the abolition of the strategic nuclear deterrence relationship between the superpowers was hard
to see, especially insofar as extended nuclear deterrence guarantees underpinned the decisions of
key allies not to obtain nuclear weapons of their own. This circumstance creates a particular
policy tension with nuclear-armed states’ own disarmament obligations:
[A] security-oriented strategy of maintaining a major role for U.S. nuclear guarantees to
restrain proliferation among allies will eventually create strong tensions with a normsoriented strategy seeking to delegitimize nuclear weapons use and acquisition. … U.S.
decision-makers will eventually have to choose between the difficult non-proliferation task of
weaning allies away from nuclear guarantees without producing new nuclear states, and the
equally difficult task of maintaining a norm against nuclear proliferation without the U.S.
government facing up to its local final consequence.69

This policy tension has been aggravated in the second nuclear era, in which the overarching
nuclear shadow providing the basic strategic rationale for extended nuclear deterrence guarantees
has evaporated.
The Bush Administration’s alternative nonproliferation paradigm offers an answer to this tension
by abandoning the principle of non-discrimination. Nuclear nonproliferation is a core objective
only with respect to problematic “rogue” states; proliferation among “responsible” states is less
problematic.70 In place of a ubiquitous non-nuclear norm comes a norm defined by the quality of
governance controls of nuclear capabilities, in turn conditioned by the quality of national
governance more generally as measured by commitments to liberal democratic principles – at
least in theory. That in practice the list of “responsible” states converges with the list of US allies
undermines the credibility of the measure in the eyes of many global observers, which in turns
undermines the establishment of any genuine norm. Nevertheless, the alternative paradigm
obviates the US policy tension.
In fact, acceptance of an indefinite role for nuclear deterrence and other forms of nuclear threatmaking for “responsible” states eases the tension from both sides: neither delegitimation of
nuclear weapons possession per se nor prevention of nuclear armament by allies need any longer
be primary goals. The approach relieves US policy-makers of the need to wean allies from
nuclear guarantees without seeing them develop their own nuclear arsenals or the challenge of
sustaining a universal nonproliferation norm without demonstrating fidelity to US Article VI
commitments.
This alternative paradigm has implications for each of the three models of motivations for nuclear
proliferation.
From the realist security perspective, the alternative paradigm partially embraces the neorealist
notion that gradual nuclear weapons proliferation would yield stability (because deterrence
networks are robust) and peace (because it would also tend to quell conventional war). The
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embrace of neorealism is partial, however, because the paradigm implicitly purports that these
dynamics hold only among “responsible” states.
Here the alternative paradigm encounters the domestic politics model. In a sense, the paradigm
also embraces the criticisms from organizational and psychological perspectives of the neorealist
reliance on “rational actor” assumptions by incorporating the “test” of state “responsibility.” But
this latter nod to proliferation pessimism is only glancing, for there is no rigorous connection
between the political notion of “responsibility” and the analytical notion of “rational” decisionmaking. In fact some of the pathologies of governmental handling of nuclear weapons decisionmaking are independent of regime type and shared by the liberal-democratic states that are the
paradigm’s paragons of “responsibility.” A case might be made that these states are relatively
more responsible – but that would not be sufficient to answer all domestic level concerns and
embrace the neorealist security logic that allows abandonment of the nuclear arms control and
nonproliferation as non-discriminatory objectives. For the paradigm to hold logically,
“responsibility” must be a qualitative and sufficient threshold. Unfortunately, reality doesn’t
quite satisfy the paradigmatic aspiration.
This qualification is enhanced by the implications from the normative model. The alternative
paradigm would willfully abandon the normative delegitimation of nuclear weapons possession
as a general proposition, in favor of a general norm that looks more kindly on nuclear weapons
possession by responsible states. But, begging the question of “responsibility,” such a norm
would be weaker and selectively interpreted. To the extent that norms exercise influence by
disproportionately empowering vying domestic factions, this normative shift would lend support
to domestic factions favoring nuclear weapons possession in autocratic and democratic states
alike.
The alternative paradigm would also enhance the perception of nuclear weapons as a symbol of
power and stature. Moreover, by normatively associating the legitimacy of nuclear weapons
possession with “responsibility,” states might come to see a nuclear arsenal as a demonstration to
the world of their “responsibility” as well – an ironic reversal! These ideational developments
would tend to reinforce, rather than counter, proliferation motivations on realist security grounds
– few states, seeing the United States and its allies embracing nuclear deterrence for their own
security, would fail to see themselves as “responsible” enough to do likewise. Indeed, a state
pursuing a nuclear weapons capability purely for this reason would be satisfying neorealist
assumptions of rational calculation.

Conclusion
The North Korean and Iranian nuclear challenges, distinct in many ways, converge on the key
role played in both cases by broader security environments, regionally and globally, materially
and normatively. These environments condition and in some ways drive North Korea’s and
Iran’s specific national nuclear ambitions, which, through these environments, in turn aggravate
and magnify other proliferation challenges.
The role of wider security conditions in these two critical cases illustrates how the advent of the
second nuclear era has reshaped the role of nuclear weapons in global politics, and hence also the
pursuit of nuclear arms control, nonproliferation and eventual disarmament. Abated Cold War
nuclear dangers initially brought encouraging progress toward wider nuclear disarmament goals.
But emerging new dangers helped stall this progress, in part because Cold War era arms control
and nonproliferation practices, focused more on capabilities than broader political contexts, were
not tailored to the meet the increased role of broader security tensions in fueling newer nuclear
proliferation challenges. Today, the tenacious retention of nuclear weapons by those states that
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have them and the fervent desire for acquisition by many parties that lack them are most directly
driven by specific political circumstances, not abstract strategic logic.
The end of the Cold War did not just terminate the superpower nuclear arms race; it also marked
a major step toward closing the great ideological battles that have defined much of modernity.
But an emerging global consensus on the values of a rule of law, political and economic liberty,
democracy and human security would not be an “end of history.” The defining task of the
twenty-first century is to identify, refine and articulate such a consensus in ways that reinforce
rather than repress social, cultural and religious variance, and to institutionalize that consensus
through improved global governance offering effective mechanisms for peaceful conflict
resolution.
Progress in this direction is now more than previously a prerequisite to strengthening global
nonproliferation efforts, given the critical linkage now played by reliance on nuclear threatmaking in state security policies and on nuclear capabilities as symbols of power and stature both
for factions domestically and for states internationally. Breaking the linkage between nuclear
armaments and daily politics by refashioning the conditions of global governance is essential.
IAEA Director General Mohamed El Baradei makes a similar point:
Clearly, the development of a security system that does not depend on nuclear deterrence or
nuclear weapons will be a prerequisite to a roadmap for effective disarmament. Until the
international community fully engages on the development of such a system, achieving
complete nuclear disarmament will remain in the realm of rhetoric.71

The Bush Administration’s alternative nonproliferation paradigm posits no such aims. Instead, it
is a paradigm of negation: it effectively disowns the disarmament goals enshrined in the NPT and
denies the continuing political relevance of the “bargain” between the nuclear “haves” and “havenots” to the political and social dimensions of motivations to acquire nuclear weapons – the
“demand side” of proliferation. Defenders of this position contend it simply reflects reality:
“rogue” states’ desires for nuclear weapons are driven more by proximate regional circumstances
than distant US policy decisions. This point is valid, up to a point: for both North Korea and Iran,
as described earlier, motivations to acquire nuclear weapons are principally driven by some
combination of regional security circumstances and internal regime legitimation needs.
But this is not the end of the story. For both North Korea and Iran, US nuclear weapons policies
represent direct and proximate threats to national security, and even national survival. Hence,
increasing US reliance on nuclear deterrence and coercion directly reinforces perceptions in these
countries of the political value of nuclear weapons as symbols and as threat-making security
devices. The US posture also indirectly reinforces these perceptions by impinging global nuclear
non-possession (if not non-use) norms.
Treaty regimes, superpower circumspection, and a normative consensus on reducing the shadow
of nuclear weapons over global politics cannot prevent proliferation. But these conditions can be
powerful restraints. The absence of these conditions is thus a permissive cause of proliferation
ambitions. As a concrete example, had the United States at the 2005 NPT Review Conference led
the NPT’s P5 in taking seriously their Article VI commitments to nuclear disarmament, rather
than leading their disassociation from those commitments, the US would have been far more
successful at rallying broad political and normative support for confronting North Korea’s and
Iran’s nuclear weapons ambitions. As IAEA Director General Mohamed El Baradei stated in
opening remarks to the Conference, “As long as some countries place strategic reliance on
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nuclear weapons as a deterrent, other countries will emulate them. We cannot delude ourselves
into thinking otherwise.”72
Despite its rejection of these premises, the Bush Administration’s alternative nonproliferation
paradigm should prod supporters of the NPT regime to effectively adapt both its material and
normative dimensions to the second nuclear era. In its current articulation, the alternative
paradigm is too messianic and self-serving to function as an effective nonproliferation
foundation. But its generic recognition of the political dimension of nuclear proliferation is
overdue. In a more rigorously developed form, this perspective can function as an essential
adjunct to the prevailing paradigm’s narrower focus on limiting material capabilities and
upholding technical non-discrimination. Drawing on more nuanced understandings of the
political and social dimensions of the causes and consequences of proliferation is particularly
vital in responding to the emerging conditions of the second nuclear era, in which abstract
strategy matters less and the broader threat-making and symbolic values of nuclear weapons
possession matter more.
Increasing acceptance of and reliance on nuclear threat-making deepens the insinuation of nuclear
capabilities into the fabric of international relations in each of the material/security, domestic
politics and normative/symbolic domains. Arms control, nonproliferation and the ideal of
eventual disarmament require reversing this permeation, which in turn requires elevating
conditions of global governance – at both national and international levels – above the mean
dictates of anarchy. The prerequisite is both material and normative: good governance means
good institutions, but the necessity of consensual acceptance means good institutions cannot be
imposed by fiat. The task is necessarily a long one; there are no crusading quick fixes.
The United States, as the globe’s preeminent power, can lead this task. But this must be
leadership through broad and genuine consensus, not convenient and/or coerced “coalitions of the
willing.” The Bush Administration is not wrong to orient US policy around a vision for a better
world. But America’s global friends – and even its adversaries – have vital and necessary roles to
play in directing that vision toward more consensual and normatively satisfying aspirations. Then
they must join in its quest as well. That would not be a bad measure of “responsibility.”
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